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Improving traffic volumes and flows in the 
airport precinct

Nixon Road Connection
The Nixon Road Connection is due to open in late 2018. 
It’s a connection route that will allow vehicles to avoid the 
main airport precinct by connecting directly from SH20A 
(north) to SH20B (south).

Drop & Ride
Passengers can choose to be conveniently dropped at a 
designated area, within the Park & Ride facility, before 
taking  a short ride on a bus to a terminal.

Heavy Vehicle Restriction 
Auckland Airport will enforce a restriction on transiting 
Heavy Vehicles (weighing more that 3,500 kg) using 
the George Bolt Memorial Drive / Tom Pearce Drive 
core spine.

Better management of our transport network

Jimmy Ward Crescent roundabout signal meters
The roundabout at the corner of Jimmy Ward and Tom 
Pearce Drive will have signal meters installed to help 
improve traffic flows with signal meters installed to help 
manage traffic flows at the airport precinct by late 2018.

ATOC service / operating plan
Integrated operating plan between ATOC, NZ Transport 
Agency and Auckland Transport to ensure optimal 
network performance across the airport precinct during 
peak periods. 

John Goulter Drive roundabout signal meter
A signal meter will be installed on John Goulter 
Drive to optimise traffic flows through the John 
Goulter roundabout.

Tom Pearce Drive High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane
A west bound T2 HOV has been established on Tom 
Pearce Drive.  After an extensive trial period, enforcement 
commenced in mid 2018.

Domestic Terminal forecourt upgrade
The Domestic Terminal forecourt will have a new 
colour-coded drop-off/pick-up zone with canopy shelters 
due for completion spring 2018.

Precinct worker incentive programme
Competitions to encourage greater usage of improved 
public transport services.


